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part by ignorance of invertebrates and 
in part by narcissism. As Ted Bulloch 
fully appreciated, perhaps the most 
exciting challenge in neuroscience is to 
understand how large and small brains 
have evolved to solve similar problems.
Forgive me, but your publication 
list looks a bit chaotic. Your lab 
has worked on sensory physiology, 
muscle biomechanics, aerodynamics 
and behavior. Is this a lack of focus 
or a grand plan? Perhaps a little 
of both. In graduate school, I was 
trained as a sensory physiologist, 
studying the response properties of 
tiny mechanoreceptors on fly wings. At 
the time, there was much excitement 
about the use of information theory 
to characterize sensory neurons and 
debates were raging about frequency 
codes and rate codes. The power of 
the mathematics was enticing, but 
ultimately it is difficult to ascertain what 
a neuron is encoding by studying its 
properties in isolation; the important 
thing is what downstream neurons 
do with the information. While in 
graduate school I read a paper by Bob 
Josephson describing the so-called 
‘work-loop analysis’ of a skeletal 
muscle. I think all neuroscientists should 
be familiar with this work, but in a 
nutshell it describes an elegant method 
for determining how a muscle interprets 
the neural input it receives. Reading that 
paper was revelatory for me because 
it demonstrated how much insight one 
can gain about one layer of a system 
by looking at another. The method 
also serves as a kind of Rosetta Stone 
between the fields of neuroscience 
and biomechanics. When I set up my 
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As a neuroscientist interested in 
behavior, why did you choose to work 
on a simple model organism such 
as Drosophila? ‘Simple’? It is hard 
to imagine how anyone familiar with 
the brain of a fruit fly — or that of any 
other invertebrate — could claim that 
it is simple. Yes, it does contain fewer 
neurons than a typical vertebrate brain, 
but size is a very poor indicator of 
complexity. You wouldn’t say a short 
Sylvia Plath poem is less complex than 
a novel by Danielle Steel. If you make an 
accurate comparison of the behavioral 
capacity of a fly and compare it to a 
mouse, then the question reverses. 
How can the brain of a fly achieve so 
much with such limited computational 
resources? I would argue that evidence 
suggests the brains of arthropods 
and other invertebrates are in many 
ways more complicated than those of 
vertebrates because their performance 
per neuron is so extraordinary. This 
is likely achieved by multiplexing of 
neurons in time and space as well 
as through flexible and time-variant 
network properties. The literature is 
full of such examples, although many 
are unappreciated. There are neurons 
in jellyfish with axons that can fire two 
different kinds of action potentials, 
which propagate at different speeds. 
Insects and other arthropods possess 
elaborate non-spiking neurons with 
input and output synapses interspersed 
so that each branch may function 
as a separate computational unit. 
This is not to say that problems in 
vertebrate neuroscience are any less 
challenging, but I suspect that our awe 
and reverence for cortex is fueled in 
Q & Aread lengths,” Birney explains. “Using existing datasets, we have 
demonstrated compression that 
is between 10 and 50 times more 
powerful than methods currently 
being used. We believe this will rise 
to a 100-fold to 500-fold improvement 
in the future. Effectively, this means 
that we can get it down to under 
0.1 bits (0.01 bytes) for every base 
stored.” At this compression, a 
human genome would take up just  
30 megabytes of storage.
Finding out what is important
But how much data can we handle? 
In a detailed study of global 
information processing, researchers 
Martin Hilbert and Priscila López 
have recently estimated that in 
2007 humankind had electronic 
storage capacity for 2.9 x 1020 
optimally compressed bytes and 
communicated almost ten times 
more than that (Science (2011) DOI 
10.1126/science.1200970). A large 
part of this theoretical capacity 
will be blocked by information of 
dubious value, including spam 
emails and holiday snaps uploaded 
to FaceBook. Part of the challenge 
arising from the swelling tide of 
electronic information in all areas 
including biology is to identify what 
is relevant and to make sure that 
the relevant information is handled 
appropriately and made accessible 
to all who need it. 
Asked about the challenges 
of the data deluge, Vijay Pande 
from Stanford University answers 
with a widely used quotation from 
Rutherford D. Roger: “We are 
drowning in information and starving 
for knowledge.” Pande, who set up 
the ‘Folding@Home’ project which 
produces protein folding simulations 
through distributed computing, points 
out that “simulations can easily 
generate petabytes [1015 bytes] of 
data these days, but the challenge is 
extracting meaning and knowledge.”
Which suggests that, in the end, 
the bottleneck for the data stream 
may not be the communication 
and storage, but the availability of 
brains for their interpretation and for 
deciding what to delete. Until the 
day when this function, too, can be 
delegated to computers. 
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own lab, the first experiments we did 
were to use work-loop analysis to study 
flight control muscles in flies and the 
results still drive my research to a large 
degree. Knowing the actual motor 
code that is used for a behavior and its 
biomechanical consequences tells you 
quite directly what sensory information 
is important and what is not. 
Very few of your papers make any 
mention of mutants or other genetic 
tools, isn’t this odd for someone who 
works on Drosophila? The genetic 
manipulations possible in Drosophila 
are truly extraordinary and their promise 
certainly helps maintain my interest in 
flies. That being said, I think the promise 
of the genetic toolbox is often oversold; 
many times it is simpler and more 
direct to do a critical experiment using 
methods that do not require genetic 
manipulations. In addition, fruit flies 
offer many advantages to a systems 
neuroscientist that have nothing to do 
with their potential as a genetic model 
organism. For example, they behave 
extremely well under indoor conditions. 
There are few behaviors within their 
complex natural history that cannot 
be reproduced in the lab. Many labs, 
including mine, have made use of their 
wonderful capacity to fly for hours 
when carefully tethered to a pin. This 
has made it possible to create tethered 
flight simulators that have been 
exploited to study many fundamental 
problems including motion-detection, 
olfactory discrimination, multi-modal 
sensory integration and learning. Larger 
insects such as moths, dragonflies 
and blowflies do not perform nearly so 
well in tethered preparations. Recently, 
Gaby Maimon in my lab was able to 
develop a preparation for making whole 
cell patch recordings in tethered, flying 
flies. His success did not require any 
elaborate genetics tricks and was due 
in part because the animals fly so well 
when tethered. What we’d like to do in 
the future is to more effectively combine 
these behavioral and physiological 
approaches with genetic tools and 
begin to elucidate the cellular and 
biophysical mechanisms that underlie 
the rich behavioral repertoire of flies. 
Performing such behavioral 
and physiological experiments 
must require a lot of specialized 
equipment...Yes, much of the 
equipment in my lab is custom-built, 
and it would be difficult to do many 
of our experiments with off-the-shelf 
instruments. I learned the power of 
custom instrumentation from Karl Götz 
in Tübingen, who is an absolute master 
at designing instruments for quantifying 
fly behavior and physiology. Karl taught 
me how much one can learn about the 
nervous system from a well-designed 
behavioral experiment — it is as if you 
can see the action potentials poking 
out through the skin of an animal. But 
such experiments do often require 
custom-built equipment. When I set 
up my own lab, I knew that I wanted to 
create an environment where students 
and post-docs would be able to create 
the instruments they needed to tackle 
new problems as they arose. One 
problem with this approach is that one 
lab ends up with a complicated and 
temperamental device that no one else 
can easily replicate. In recent years, I 
have been very motivated to develop 
quantitative behavioral tools that can 
spread through the fly community as 
easily as genetic reagents can. This is 
a tall order, but greatly facilitated by the 
revolution in electronics, especially the 
availability of inexpensive cameras and 
computers. 
What advice would you give to young 
scientists? Whenever possible, I think 
it is useful to kick oneself out of the 
comfort zone. As scientists trained 
within a specific sub-discipline, it is 
perhaps easiest to stay focused on 
one particular topic using one set of 
techniques. Certainly many scientists 
have built superlative careers by bearing 
down on one problem. Nevertheless, I 
think it can be liberating to tackle new 
challenges from time to time, especially 
when they force you to consider 
biological phenomena at different 
scales using different approaches. 
Such a strategy is risky because 
one can easily make mistakes when 
working in a new field — I have certainly 
made some whoppers. But I think 
the risks are worthwhile. In my case, 
branching from sensory physiology 
into aerodynamics, muscle physiology, 
vision and behavior provided me with 
a broader perspective on how animals 
work and a deeper appreciation for 
other branches of science. In addition, 
I think there are several extra benefits 
to expanding beyond the comfort zone. 
First, delving into new areas forces 
you to communicate more clearly. 
You cannot rely on jargon or unstated 
assumptions when writing grants, giving 
research lectures, or talking with your 
colleagues. Second, you often end up 
with a very diverse laboratory filled with 
people who have different domains of 
expertise and varied perspectives. This 
is especially true when the mix includes 
not just biologists, but also physicists, 
mathematicians and engineers.  
I am a great fan of interdisciplinary 
approaches. These can of course 
happen via collaborations between labs, 
but the cross-disciplinary fertilization 
is often richer and more spontaneous 
when all the disciplines are represented 
within the same lab. It certainly makes 
for lively lab meetings. 
What are the greatest challenges 
ahead for the study of behavior? 
More and more examples are 
emerging of how cells and circuits are 
modulated substantially according to 
behavioral context. Such findings are 
not new — the work of Eve Marder 
and others on modulation within the 
stomatogastric ganglion of crabs 
and lobsters provides a clear road 
map of what to expect. Most of us, 
however, are probably a bit frightened 
to consider that the circuits we 
know and love might prove to be so 
functionally variable. Certainly there 
will be a continuum — some circuits 
may remain rock solid over time while 
others prove to be time-variant and 
context dependent — but either way 
we cannot rely exclusively on in vivo 
preparations; we will need better 
methods for recording from and 
manipulating identified neurons in 
intact, behaving animals. This is one 
area in which I hope the molecular 
tools available in Drosophila will be 
helpful. More broadly, I think we need 
to forge a better understanding of 
how complex sequences of behavior 
emerge from simple sensory-motor 
modules. We should be inspired by the 
complex sequences that allow  
spiders to spin webs, beavers to 
build dams, or birds and butterflies to 
migrate across the globe. It takes the 
work of several careers to understand 
just one component of such a 
behavior — how will we be able to 
understand how the brain orchestrates 
the entire sequence? Perhaps the 
answer may involve some of the 
context-dependent state changes 
mentioned above. In any event, I 
suspect that we neuroethologists will 
remain busy for some time to come. 
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